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About This Game
Take control of the powers of the cosmos. Explore your curiosity of space. Luna's Wandering Stars is a planetary physics
puzzler with a full Level Creator/Editor and online level sharing.
An action puzzle game that utilizes real physics to present interesting and challenging cosmic puzzles. Use a variety of powers to
control planetary movements, such as changing gravity, designating velocity, applying force, and using mysterious wormholes to
move masses around. The goal of every level is to collect enough asteroids using moons to move on to the next level. For a real
challenge, collect the rare golden asteroids in every level!

Key Features:
Intuitively change physics properties of planets and moons on-the-fly
Nine Unique Planetary Powers: Velocity, rockets, gravity, lasers, redirect cosmic bodies, change density, form
wormholes, create black holes, and reposition entire planets!
Nearly 200 total levels to play (including Free DLC challenge levels to be added)
Full Level Editor Coming Soon as a Free Update!
Online Custom Level Sharing Cpming Soon as a Free Update!
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Title: Luna's Wandering Stars
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Serenity Forge
Publisher:
Serenity Forge
Release Date: 15 May, 2015
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Fake game, no game content.. not worth the cost. Sigh, where do I even begin with this one?
Chromium? check. Bad game engine
NO settings? Check
NO window options? check
terrible controls? check
terrible hit detection?> check
lack of any explanations, even controls? check
poor grammar and english? you betcha!
this is early access, 99% of the screenshots you see, are NOT in this game.
the sword attacks terribly, there;'s no way to regain health, everytime you kill an enemy a gigant HUD blots of either side of the
screen, and then you get through level 1 - become invincible, and fight a : guardain" boss that you can only hit a few times once
every 15 seconds. And you never take damage.
And then a cutscene * haha * plays out, half of which you can;t read if you're on the darker side of the level.
and then the game says it;s early access, that's all!
and then you get stuck on a screem that says CHOOSE ONE!
it doesnt say WHAT to choose, or WHERE you cick or what button to hit, i randomly cicked my mouse around and somehow
advanced to the next " stage "
in this stage, almot none of the floors were properly done, clipped through walls, and was walking on platforms that don't exist,
or i walked about amile above the ground.
and then I got stuck in a small indent that I could not jump out of no matter what.
GAME OF THE YEAR.
don't buy into the lies the screenshots tell you, this game is rubbish, Early access rubbish.
overpriced at that.
avoid this game at all costs.
. Top notch VN.
10/10 Voice Acting, 9/10 Plot, 8/10 Pacing, 9/10 Twist, 10/10 Graphics.
Pros:
>> Godly VA, and damn that plot, not just that plot ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°), but well you know, story plot; Graphics are really good.
>> Not perfect but hey, must buy.
Cons:
>> Pretty Expensive for a pretty short game, you can probably finish the game in like 12 hrs or something if you want too.

>> FANTASTIC VN OVERALL
PS: Wish they would tl the sequel too.. Alien Hallway is very aptly named. It takes place entirely in hallways and it has aliens in
it.
The game is a simplistic tug-of-war. And when I say simplistic, I don't mean it's been dumbed down, I mean whack-a-mole has
more complexities than this. You spawn soldiers and they automatically walk down the hallway towards the endless alien
spawner. The only decision you have is when your soldiers should use their grenades but even those are on a cooldown so it's no
big thing if you waste a few.
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In between missions you get to spend the money you earn on upgrades in a small metagame and as the game progresses more
soldiers and aliens unlock. The gameplay however, never changes.
Because everything is on a tiered cooldown so you will never have any choices to make beyond which soldier to build first.
Everything after that is simply bought when the cooldown ends, not when you need or want it.
Alien Hallway is a perversion of the genre and so easy even a child could play it and win.. When did yukari become a slav?
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As a WW2 enthusiast with a particular love of the werstern fronts history I was really excited to see this mod. For a time it was
very enjoyable and still is when you can find active servers however they are far and few between to the point where I have not
seen a HOTW server with more than 20 people on for over a year. Its such a shame.. Unlike alot of DLC this is free. Yes you
heard me right it is 100% free no catches. So what do you get when you download this DLC well you get alot of classic tractors
and equipment and if you remember the classic tractors DLC for Farming Simulator 2011 well this is very similar to that DLC
except it is free and it is missing like one thing due to it being already installed in the base game. Also unlike other FS2013 DLC
this one can actually be edited at will due to the fact it is stored inside of .zip instead of a .dlc file. Either way this dlc is
definetley worth a try.. This is probably THE reference for all medieval grand strategy fans out there. You can spend hours
managing your dynasty's spread across Europe, or keeping in check its many rivals. For a more recent game, check out the
sequel : Crusader Kings II.. Mix of Isaac and Gungeon.
Good but too short and easy.. This has some huge potential!! As it is now in Alpha it's best with 1 less cop than robber honestly
so some balancing might be needed in the future. Buuuuut even with that, my friends and I haven't laughed and had so much fun
in awhile. I'll continue to play and check up on the game as time goes by but for the current alpha price and the potential I would
100% recommend this!. Far from as "relaxing" and "casual" as the game makes itself out to be, this title is unfortunately
nowhere near as enjoyable as it should or even could be. While the basic idea is quite unique, the game, sadly, wastes it entirely
on a much more "self-competetive" approach than a game with the word "Zen" in the name should have, considering that every
time you play it, you'll be plagued by "colour X% of figure with less than X length of rope to win!", and even further ruining its
self-proclaimed status as "Zen" by collecting high-scores from it as well! 2.6/10. this software is very easy to use and only minor
issues have been seen,
those of witch were not the softwares fault.
-the good
*allows for direct recording to MPEG
*can record sound as a seporate factor
*runs quietly in the background - apparently about 5fps drop
-the bad
*video files can easily be currupted, they do not save if the game freezes
*no identifycation of recording begining when the record key is pushed
~ so could go a while being unaware of recording status, not even a unique sound for begining
overall this software is great, however at £36, it is steap, id place it at £30 MAXIMUM,
unless ofcourse you really want recording sofftware
~any questions feel free to ask :). While the story is pretty static, with things that are happening in the world being hard to stop
or avoid, there are a very few ways to do just that, and even if you can't, towards the middle to end this changes entirely. And
the way you get there can be very different depending on what you do.
Either way, you really have a lot of meaningful choices and can play the game your way. A promise many games make, but few
actually provide.
If you liked Choice of Robots' humor and general style, you'll like this one, unless it's theme isn't something you'd enjoy.. OK so
this is Breakout with a couple twists. But the twists turn what could be a boring experience into a fun
casual twitch game. This is a game that you can waste a few minutes with and unwind. It is single player ONLY
so no interaction, but sometimes thats a good thing.... Loved the backstory of the game and it's actually fun to use do ye old
maths again :D I hope it earns some noms
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